
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Genzoya Noodles 
 
 
High Concept 
 
Welcome to Genzoya Noodles where guests, excited to taste a new menu, are lured into a 
magnificent mushroom infested biopunk noodle bar, uncovering a plot that forces them to 
ask: is the food all that it says on the tin? 
 
 

Synopsis 
 

The environment around us has changed. What was once a natural and diverse 
planet with lush greenery, picturesque mountains and deep red deserts was flattened and 
overtaken by cities cultivated by greed. Now, the landscape is returning to power, with fungi 
seeping into cities and spores scattering the air. Driven by the need to adapt to this new 
environment, The Transgenic Comestibles Collective is an initiative dedicated to 
investigating how the genetic enhancement of a species can be executed using food. 
Looking to advance their technology, they have chosen Genzoya Noodles as the host 
restaurant for their first human trials, and you are their test subjects. 

 
Guests, blissful in their oblivion, arrive at Genzoya Noodles with the promised 

prospect of sampling their new menu and the added excitement of building their own dish. 
Using a buzzer dispensed to them after ordering, guests are invited to explore the 
restaurant, unveiling new clues to what is happening. However, they must be careful of the 
Professor, leader of the TCC, who is always on the lookout: he doesn’t take well to 
meddlers. 

 
This is a gamified counter service restaurant experience, set in a biopunk world. The 

game narrative will form an exploration game with puzzle elements and minigames. Our 
restaurant and experience would be situated in a theme park, providing a unique approach 
to theme park dining and extending the guest experience. 



What is Genzoya Noodles, really? 
 
In a near-future world where human adaptation in necessary for survival, the Transgenic 
Comestibles Collective has been formed. Founded by Professor Maddox, the TCC is an 
initiative dedicated to investigating the genetic enhancement of humans via the 
consumption of food. Genzoya Noodles has become the base of their first human trials. 
Masquerading as a bustling noodle bar, Genzoya Noodles serves bustles of customers, who 
unknowingly consume food and partake in tests 
 
Our guests are customers enticed by the menu, unknowing of the sinister plot that forms 
the main ingredient. As they explore, however, they come to understand that Genzoya 
Noodles is not the innocent noodle bar that it purports to be. For their investigation they 
are rewarded, gaining points based upon their engagement with the narrative and their 
environment. Along the way they play additional mini-games designed to test the skills 
‘gifted’ to guests by their food. 
 
 
Characters 
 

 
 
Professor Maddox is the leader of the Transgenic Comestibles Collective: solemn 
and seclusive, he is rarely seen, and heard of even less. Still, he breathes through 
the very walls of Genzoya Noodles via his experiment, responsible for everything 
you see and experience. If you look hard enough, you might even catch a glimpse 
of him, as he evaluates results from the secluded safety of his laboratory  
 

 
 

 
At the order points, customers meet the ‘delightful’ AI, Maggie. Created for a life 
of stationary servitude, Maggie has seen constant revolutions of customers and 
it’s always the same: impatient indecision and not a single uttering of gratitude. 
Still, she is forced to stand there, day in, day out, taking everyone’s order as their 
grubby hands poke at her screen. She doesn’t have to do it gladly though… 
  
 

 
 
The members of the Collective are eager students, plucked from the dismal daily 
duty of lectures and labs to pose as staff members at Genzoya Noodles, whilst 
observing guests. Excited to enhance their transcripts, they thrust their all into 
the job, going above and beyond to impress Professor Maddox in their roles. Still, 
science students are very different from drama students, and one slight slip in 
character could have catastrophic consequences for the experiment.  

 



Story Beats 
 

the counter service dining experience lends itself to a linear narrative, broken up 
into stages. This forms what is known as a branch and bottleneck storyline. Each stage leads 
off into several independent options, before regrouping in ‘bottlenecks’ at each of these 
primary story beats: entrance and ordering, seating and eating, disposal and exit. 

 
 
 
1. Ordering 

• When ordering, customers engage with Maggie, the saltily sardonic AI, selecting 
order items from a menu via touch, while she, infuriated, prompts them to hurry 
up, using barks from a designated script. As customers check out, a buzzer is 
dispensed, which will form the controller for the game. During the ordering 
process, customers have an option to pay a surcharge for an additional buzzer. 
As the buzzer is dispensed, Maggie gives a cryptic clue about what might be 
happening at the restaurant, provoking guest curiosity. 

2. Exploration 

• After ordering, guests are free to explore, and each of these exploration points 
will form part of the branching narrative. Some of these points will take the form 
of minigames, others as puzzles, and some will just unveil new pieces of 
information. A couple of these will also be consequential, with high points on 
minigames and the solving of puzzles being rewarded by further information, or 
direction to a hidden interactive point.  

3. Seating 

• After exploring, guests sit down to eat their food. Depending what they order, 
these ingredients will be given attributes within the narrative if they return to 
explore after. Certain items, such as the premium drinks will lead guests to new 
exploration points via a colour change and all main meals will have written on 
their packaging a randomised direction to a new exploration point, which will 
lead to a new narrative branch, with several points.  

4. Exploration 

• After eating, guests are again free to explore further, returning to the mini-
games, puzzles and exploration points that they had been exploring before. 

5. Disposal and exit 

• As guests exit, they encounter a formal photo opportunity that provides 
something different from the guest le opportunities. As guests exit the 
restaurant, they will see their ‘genetically modified’ selves with new alien 
features, concluding the narrative regarding genetic modification. At this point, 
there will be a Collective member, who will evaluate their disposal suggestions, 
rewarding them with points if they dispose of things in the right place. Here, they 
will return their buzzers to this member of staff 
 

 
  



Maggie Barks 
 

• I may have all the time left in the world, but I really don’t want to spend it listening 
to you debating the merits of udon vs. soba 

 

• Well go on, make a choice. My bosses aren’t happy when I keep them waiting, 
 

• I sure do hope that this food helps fuel your decision-making skills.  
 

• At this rate, I’ll be hungry by the time you order… And I don’t get hungry 
 

• Hey, maybe soon you’ll be here as long as I have been. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample Script for Reveal Point  
 
 
Guests encounter a computer screen, which is out of place, a relic from the past. When 
guests tap the log in point with their buzzer, the computer flickers on, revealing an 
interrupted snippet of security footage. On screen, Professor Maddox and a Collective 
Member stand, looking inquisitively at a monstrous creature with the stature of a human. 
The creature is encased in a glass cylinder and occasionally lets out agonised moans. 
 
Professor Maddox: Interesting… Very Interesting. 
 
Collective Member: It’s not quite human, though, is it. 
 
Professor Maddox: It’s progress. (pause) It’s not perfect, but it’s progress. 
 
Collective Member: And you did this all through food? 
 
Professor Maddox: Enhanced food. We change the genetic make up of the food, which in 
turn changes the make up of the human. 
 
Collective member: And it’s safe? 
 
Professor Maddox looks around, conecerned. 
 
Professor Maddox: Safe enough. 
 
The screen flickers again, and the noise becomes inaudible. A final groan emerges from the 
creature before the screen turns off. 
 
 


